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Badness hides in plain sight.

Why hunt?
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Why this presentation?
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Building Mac 
threat hunting 
resources up 
to the level of 
Windows will 
take time.

This is just the beginning
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Surgically-altered Mac mini with a generic 
install (wifi card removed)

Shoestring experiment

Process monitoring installed

Tethered cellphone modem 
only connection 

Time machine to 
reset between 
experiments
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Download from VT (these require more care and feeding, I didn’t use)
Word Macro for Mac: https://objective-see.com/blog/blog_0x17.html
https://objective-see.com/malware.html - a good collection

Malware samples
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Give malware a playground, and 
observe.

Look for general patterns that 
indicate badness.

Malware samples->behavior patterns
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?

Let’s go hunting

Full index of all queries at end.
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Not powershell . . . but Word is still launching 
unexpected processes.

Word Macros - yes, for Macintosh
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Parent/Child relationships
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What processes are typically launched by Word? And how 
many?

event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
[search event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 event_platform=Mac 

CommandLine="/Applications/*Microsoft Word*" 
|  fields ProcessGroupId_decimal ] 

|  stats values(CommandLine) as Commands, count by 
aid,ProcessGroupId_decimal
| search Commands="/Applications/*Microsoft Word*" 

Detecting Word Macros
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Normal

Abnormal
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For a specific machine, find out what Word launched that’s 
not-Word:

aid=<aid> event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 NOT 
CommandLine="/Applications/*Microsoft Word*"  [search aid=<aid> 
CommandLine="/Applications/*Microsoft Word*" 
event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| rename TargetProcessId_decimal as ProcessGroupId_decimal
| return 10000 ProcessGroupId_decimal]

Investigating a Word macro

By default, Splunk limits the number of items returned 

from a subsearch. Depending on timeframe/host, you 

may get false negatives. @PwnieFan



Investigating a Word Macro
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
CommandLine=*LaunchAgents* 
| dedup aid,CommandLine | makemv CommandLine delim=" " 
|  eval CommandLine=mvfilter(match(CommandLine, ".*LaunchAgents.*")) 
|  eval CommandLine=replace(CommandLine,"/Users/[a-z]+/", "/") |  eval
CommandLine=replace(CommandLine,"\"$", "") 
| dedup aid,CommandLine
|  stats count by CommandLine
|  sort count

Bonus hint: if you want to run regularly use summary indices!

Rare launch agents: 
list and count launch agents
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List and count launch agents
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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Apple’s quarantine attribute

Files downloaded from the 
internet by most well-
behaved programs (i.e. all 
major browsers) are marked 
with a quarantine attribute 
initially. 
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Removing the quarantine attribute 
(OceanLotus.A)
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 
CommandLine="*xattr -d -r com.apple.quarantine*" NOT 
<redacted> NOT <redacted>

Removing the quarantine attribute

For some queries, you will likely have 

benign activity that needs to be filtered 

out. Test in your environment.
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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Ransomware and some installers trigger a lot processes. 
Watch timeframe and/or restrict to a specific host- map 
will only run 10,000 times.

event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2
|  stats count by ProcessGroupId_decimal,aid |  search count>50 | map 
search="search aid=$aid$ 
ProcessGroupId_decimal=$ProcessGroupId_decimal$ 
TargetProcessId_decimal=$ProcessGroupId_decimal$" 
|  search NOT CommandLine=<redacted> NOT CommandLine=<redacted>

Very busy process trees
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Very busy process trees
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their 

artifacts) live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 (CommandLine="/tmp/*" 
OR CommandLine="/private/tmp/*") NOT <redacted> NOT <redacted> NOT 
<redacted>

Processes running from tmp dirs
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Bundlore found while testing queries
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event_platform=Mac CommandLine="/Library/Scripts/*"

Processes running from /Library/Scripts
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Some false positives, but not too bad
event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 FileName=cp 
CommandLine="*tmp*Users*"

Copies from tmp dirs to Users
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event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 event_platform=Mac chown NOT <redacted>
|  regex CommandLine="/Users/[a-z]+/\..*"

Chown commands run on hidden user 
dirs
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8 hits over 15 days . . . with a lot of filtering. 
event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 event_platform=Mac chmod NOT <redacted> 
NOT <redacted>
|  regex CommandLine="/Users/[a-z]+/\..*" 
|  table CommandLine

Chmod commands run on hidden user 
dirs
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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For one host at a time. Simple version:
event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 aid=<aid> 
| join type=outer TargetProcessId_decimal 
[search event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=EndOfProcess 

| rename _time as EndTime 
| fields aid,TargetProcessId_decimal, EndTime]

| eval duration=if(isnull(EndTime),now()-_time,EndTime-_time)
| join type=outer aid,ProcessGroupId_decimal 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=NetworkConnect* aid=<aid>
|  stats count as NetworkConnectionCount by aid, ContextProcessId_decimal 
|  rename ContextProcessId_decimal as ProcessGroupId_decimal] 

| search duration>86399 NetworkConnectionCount<5

Long running processes with few 
network connections (i.e. stealthy C2)
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C2 detected
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 aid=<aid> NOT     
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 (CommandLine=<yourC2> 

OR ...) aid=<aid> 
|  fields ProcessGroupId_decimal]
| join type=outer TargetProcessId_decimal 
[search event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=EndOfProcess 

| rename _time as EndTime 
| fields aid,TargetProcessId_decimal, EndTime]

| eval duration=if(isnull(EndTime),now()-_time,EndTime-_time)
| join type=outer aid,ProcessGroupId_decimal 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=NetworkConnect* aid=<aid>
|  stats count as NetworkConnectionCount by aid, ContextProcessId_decimal 
|  rename ContextProcessId_decimal as ProcessGroupId_decimal] 

| search duration>86399 NetworkConnectionCount<5

Long running process - more complex
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware 

use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 (sh OR launchctl) 
|  transaction aid,ProcessGroupId_decimal 
|  search sh launchctl

Process tree that contains both sh and 
launchctl
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Best run for one host or a small set of hosts

event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 (CommandLine=sh* OR 
CommandLine=/bin/sh* OR CommandLine=/bin/bash) aid=<aid>
|  stats values(CommandLine) as Commands,count by 
aid,ProcessGroupId_decimal
|  search NOT <yourC2>
|  search count>20

Process trees with lots of shells
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Process trees with lots of shells
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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Once installed, malware 
wants to know details about 
the user and host.

Malware recon
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Have to exclude recon commands executed by our inventory 
mgmt system - must exclude by parent process. Run over shorter 
periods of time for a limited set of hosts.
event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 aid=<aid> (networksetup OR who OR whoami OR sysctl) 

|  eval JoinId=ParentProcessId_decimal 

|  rename CommandLine as ChildCommandLine

|  join type=outer aid,JoinId

[search event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2

|  eval JoinId=TargetProcessId_decimal 

|  rename CommandLine as ParentCommandLine]

| search NOT ChildCommandLine=<redacted>

| search NOT ParentCommandLine=<redacted> 

| stats values(ChildCommandLine) as Commands, count by aid

| search count>1

Unusual number of recon commands 
for the environment for 1 host
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Unusual number of recon commands
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● What does a malicious Word process look like?

● What does malware do to maintain persistence?

● What does malware want to hide?

● What does getting a foothold look like?

● Where do malware processes (and their artifacts) 

live?

● What does C2 look like?

● What operating system features does malware use?

● What does recon look like?

● How does malware try to avoid detection?
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security_authtrampoline

When a process 
wants to run another 
program with root 
privileges, it can 
invoke this. In most 
cases, the process  
will have a dialog box 
asking for the 
password.
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When analyzing 
malware, always check 
the process logs, 
forensics or whatever 
artifacts you are using.

This is what Dok.A
pops up when it works.

Reminder: Don’t trust malware
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Rare processes associated with 
security_authtrampoline (Dok.A)
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Lots of hashes are rare over shorter periods of time. As you 
increase the time period, you increase the accuracy of your 
measurements, but you also increase the computational 
effort required.

TL;DR Even good SIEMs run into memory constraints when 
trying to run statistics on every process generated by 2,000+ 
machines over a day. 

So just find the unique hashes?
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If a hash was involved in a authtrampoline event, it was probably only reported 
by one agent. For 92/350 hashes, they only appeared once. Only two hashes 
appeared a significant number of times (1 hash appeared 32 times, 1 hash 
appeared 13 times). Need to filter on rarity in authtrampoline event AND rarity 
in general population.

Unique . . . just like everyone else 
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 security_authtrampoline
| fields ProcessGroupId_decimal] 

| dedup aid, SHA256HashData 
| eval CommandLine=substr(CommandLine,1,100)
| stats values(CommandLine) as Commands, dc(aid) as AuthtrampolineCount by SHA256HashData 
| eventstats sum(AuthtrampolineCount) as AuthtrampolineTotal
| eval AuthTrampolinePerc=round((AuthtrampolineCount/AuthtrampolineTotal)*100,7)
| join type=outer SHA256HashData 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| rare SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as RareGPopCount by SHA256HashData 
| eventstats sum(RareGPopCount) as RareGPopTotal
| eval RareGPopPerc=round((RareGPopCount/RareGPopTotal)*100,7) ] 

|  join type=outer SHA256HashData 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| top SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as CommonGPopCount by SHA256HashData 
| eventstats sum(CommonGPopCount) as CommonGPopTotal
| eval CommonGPopPerc=round((CommonGPopCount/CommonGPopTotal)*100,7)]

| fillnull value=0 CommonGPopCount
| fillnull value=0 RareGPopCount

Rare processes associated with security_authtrampoline
unfiltered - to play with your own thresholds

Find processes that used 

security_authtrampoline

Count times used per hash

Annotate with how 

common process hash is 

in general population
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 security_authtrampoline
| fields ProcessGroupId_decimal] 

| dedup aid, SHA256HashData 
| eval CommandLine=substr(CommandLine,1,100)
| stats values(CommandLine) as Commands, dc(aid) as AuthtrampolineCount by SHA256HashData 
| search AuthtrampolineCount=1
| join type=outer SHA256HashData 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| rare SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as RareGPopCount by SHA256HashData] 

|  join type=outer SHA256HashData 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| top SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as CommonGPopCount by SHA256HashData]

| fillnull value=0 CommonGPopCount
| fillnull value=0 RareGPopCount
| search CommonGPopCount<2 RareGPopCount<2
| eval Auth_Common_Rare=AuthtrampolineCount.",".CommonGPopCount.",".RareGPopCount
| fields SHA256HashData, Commands, Auth_Common_Rare
| search NOT <redacted> NOT <redacted>

Rare processes associated with 
security_authtrampoline events query
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Rare security_authtrampoline results

Step 1: Results of query

These are Dok.A, they should be rare.

Why is Adobe rare?
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Some of these are neither rare nor 
common - filter twice

Step 1: Results of query –

supposedly all of these are 

rare but …

Step 2: For each hash, how many 

agents reported it?
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event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 security_authtrampoline
| fields ProcessGroupId_decimal] 

| dedup aid, SHA256HashData 
| eval CommandLine=substr(CommandLine,1,100)
| stats values(CommandLine) as Commands, dc(aid) as AuthtrampolineCount by SHA256HashData 
| search AuthtrampolineCount=1
| join type=outer SHA256HashData 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| rare SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as RareGPopCount by SHA256HashData] 

|  join type=outer SHA256HashData 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| top SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as CommonGPopCount by SHA256HashData]

| fillnull value=0 CommonGPopCount
| fillnull value=0 RareGPopCount
| search CommonGPopCount<2 RareGPopCount<2
| eval Auth_Common_Rare=AuthtrampolineCount.",".CommonGPopCount.",".RareGPopCount
| fields SHA256HashData, Commands, Auth_Common_Rare
| search NOT <redacted> NOT <redacted>

Why isn’t the first query enough?

Terrible hack. Finds the 

rarest 10,000 hashes and the 

most common 10,000 

hashes, but doesn’t 

accurately count everything 

between.

Possible better solutions: 

summary indexing or known-

good list.
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Malware does this to 
remove evidence. 
Some benign installers 
do to clean up after 
themselves.

Self-deleting processes
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Some installers do this - so filtering on common hashes 
again
event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessSelfDeleted 
| map search="search event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 aid=$aid$ 
TargetProcessId_decimal=$ContextProcessId_decimal$" 
| dedup aid,SHA256HashData
| eval CommandLine=substr(CommandLine,1,50) 
| stats values(CommandLine) as Commands, dc(aid) as UniqueAgentCount by SHA256HashData 
| join type=outer SHA256HashData 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| top SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as CommonGPopCount by SHA256HashData] 

| join type=outer SHA256HashData 
[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=*ProcessRollup2 
| rare SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid 
| stats dc(aid) as RareGPopCount by SHA256HashData] 

| fillnull value=0 CommonGPopCount
| fillnull value=0 RareGPopCount
| search UniqueAgentCount=1 CommonGPopCount<2 RareGPopCount<2

Rare self-deleting processes
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Some systems only notify you of VT hits over a certain 
threshold - you can add a filter to most of these searches 
that will count VT detections:
| join type=outer SHA256HashData 

[search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=VT 
| stats sum(detectionCount) as VTCount by sha256 
| rename sha256 as SHA256HashData]

An optional filter
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Suspicious orphaned processes
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More precisely, this query looks for a parent process record that 
exists within the timeframe. Long-running system processes will 
trigger false positives.

aid=<aid> <process_id> event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 
|  eval JoinId=ParentProcessId_decimal 
|  rename CommandLine as ChildCommandLine
|  join type=outer JoinId

[search aid=<aid> event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 
|  eval JoinId=TargetProcessId_decimal 
|  rename CommandLine as ParentCommandLine]

|  eval ParentCommandLine=coalesce(ParentCommandLine,"IamAnOrphan") 

Was a process orphaned?
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Orphaned process
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event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 NOT CommandLine="/System/*" NOT CommandLine="/Library/*" NOT 

CommandLine="/usr/libexec/*" NOT CommandLine=xpcproxy* NOT CommandLine="/Applications/Utilities/*" NOT CommandLine="make*" NOT 

CommandLine=ipconfig* NOT CommandLine="/Applications/*" NOT "/Users/*/Library/Application Support/*" NOT 

CommandLine=<bunch_of_internal_stuff> LONG RUNNING SYSTEM PROCESSES NEED TO BE FILTERED OUT

|  eval JoinId=ParentProcessId_decimal

|  rename CommandLine as ChildCommandLine

| join type=outer aid,TargetProcessId_decimal [search event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=EndOfProcess | rename _time as 

EndTime | fields aid,TargetProcessId_decimal, EndTime] USE EndOfProcess RECORDS TO CALCULATE END TIME IF IT EXISTS

| eval duration=if(isnull(EndTime),now()-_time,EndTime-_time)

| join type=outer JoinId,aid [search event_platform=Mac aid=<aid> event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 | eval

JoinId=TargetProcessId_decimal | rename CommandLine as ParentCommandLine | fields JoinId, ParentCommandLine] FIND PARENT PROCESS 

RECORD IF IT EXISTS

|  eval ParentCommandLine=coalesce(ParentCommandLine,"IamAnOrphan")

| search ParentCommandLine="IamAnOrphan"

| eval ChildCommandLine=substr(ChildCommandLine,1,50) 

| stats values(ChildCommandLine) as Commands, max(duration) as duration, dc(aid) as AgentsWithHash by SHA256HashData

| search AgentsWithHash=1

| join type=outer SHA256HashData [search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=VT  | stats sum(detectionCount) as VTCount by sha256 | 

rename sha256 as SHA256HashData]  FIND ANY VIRUSTOTAL HITS - NOT USED FOR FILTERING YET

| join type=outer SHA256HashData  [search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 | top SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid | 

stats dc(aid) as CommonGPopCount by SHA256HashData]  FIND 10,000 MOST COMMON PROCESSES OVER ALL MACHINES

| join type=outer SHA256HashData [search event_platform=Mac event_simpleName=ProcessRollup2 | rare SHA256HashData limit=10000 by aid  

| stats dc(aid) as RareGPopCount by SHA256HashData]  FIND 10,000 LEAST COMMON PROCESSES OVER ALL MACHINES

| fillnull value=0 CommonGPopCount | fillnull value=0 RareGPopCount| fillnull value=0 VTCount | search CommonGPopCount<2 

RareGPopCount<2 FILTER OUT ANY HASHES THAT EXIST ON MORE THAN ONE MACHINE

Find orphaned processes for 1 host v1
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Results for v1 (goodish)
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Add:
| search duration>10 OR VTCount>0

Find orphaned processes for 1 host v2

Tested on a couple of normal hosts. No hits.
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+ Simple, isolated network setup
+ No VMs to detect
+ Process monitoring solution means no connection to any 

company-specific monitoring servers is necessary
+ Process monitoring solution makes analysis easy (mostly)

Experiment setup wins
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- Malware may have changed behavior due to presence of 
process monitoring solution.

- Using hardware instead of VMs increased reset time
- Ran multiple samples per experiment due to time constraints
- Some samples failed to run (wrong architecture, code too old, 

only infect a program not installed)

Experiment setup fails
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Configuration of Splunk cluster affects completeness of some Splunk commands

Use lookup tables instead of subsearches/join queries.

Automating filtering steps that can’t be built into queries (have scripts ingest query results)

Use map to run 1 host searches on multiple hosts

Use summary searches to profile behavior of executable hashes over time (makes 
searches more efficient) - there are equivalent approaches for other SIEMs

Look at odd entitlements (http://newosxbook.com/ent.jl has an entitlements database)

Possible improvements

@PwnieFan
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Word macros

● Processes typically launched by Word

● Find all the child processes of Word for 1 host

Rare launch agents

● List and count launch agents

Suspicious process behavior

● Removing quarantine attribute from a file

● Busy process trees

● Processes running from tmp dirs

● Processes running from /Library/Scripts

● Copy from tmp directories to user directories

● Long-running process with few network connections

● Process tree contains both sh and launchctl

● Process tree contains lots of shells like bash or sh

● Chown commands run on hidden dirs in user directories

● Chmod commands run on hidden dirs in user directories

● Lots of profiling commands in the process tree

Let’s go hunting.

Rare processes with specific characteristics

● Rare hashes using security_authtrampoline

● Self-deleting rare processes

Orphaned processes

● Determine if a process is orphaned

● Find rare orphaned processes v1

● Find rare orphaned processes v2

megan.carney@target.com/@PwnieFan


